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which could not be checked by economie competition, because competition had created them. The Classicists had assumed that the .mar.
ket served both society and its individuals, but now there existed
neither the independent
individual nor a society that harmonized
all the interests of its members.
Institutionalism
takes as its starting
point neither the individual nor the whole of ~ociety, but in~titutions
which change society and transform group interests.
It IS not,. as
are, for instance, the Marxists, interested in Q radical transformation
of all social relations, but rather in a gradual change of society aocornplished by important social layers that will ada~t men and t~eir relations to institutions
that <lire al ready formed, like modern industry
and technique. Without this adaptation of society to determining institutions, chaos and destruction must arise. Wishing to avoid these
dangers, Institutionalism,
by clamoring for actions for purpo.ses. of
reform, was, as Dr. J. A. Estey has said, "an S. O. S. to save a sinking
world." [1]
The psychological
elements in economie theory are not, ~he Institutionalists
pointed out, determined
by general economie, unchangea.ble laws, but by institutional-cultured
fa~t9rs .. To amount to
something in society, one has to be successful in busmess ; one has
to be a man of means. People aspired to be .rich in order to rep resent sernething ·sociaHy. Parasitism and waste, expressions of wealth,
were a mark of respectability,
justifying
the accumulation of large
fortunes.
In satisfying
their pecuniary desire, people were constantly engaged in establishing
social prestiges.
Whoever l~s~ the
opportunity
of doing so would be willi~g to ~urn to ?~pOSlhonal
points of view and advocate a change 10 social c~nd~hons:
The
prevailing psychological attitudes seemed to the. InshtutlOnahsts.
not
only utterly false, but also dangerous to the mamterrance of society.
Azainst the economics of the leisure class they set the comrnon-sense
ar~uments for an economy that recognized the i~~orta'~ce of the ~ro.
ductive elements in society.
Against the I?arasthcal. ~lOance capital
and its undisturbed
freedom. they proclaimed the need for guid ing
the economie life, for partial or even complete control, for the reorganization of s.ociety in a way permitring
the ~urther .advance of
production and subsequent increase in cons,~mptlOn, whlch. ad;ance
was being sahotaged by the "vested interests.
In short, Instltl1~lOnalism wanted to reform society along the lines of a full unfoldmg of
the technical industrial forces. and of the possibilities of the greater
welfare resulting therefrom.
Today, the program of the Institutional
[1] Orthodox Economic Theory: A Defense.
omy. December 1936; p. 798.
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School, as adapted to the most urgent needs, concentrates on the de.
mand for a better distribution
of mass purchasing
power and an
eCQ'Oomyof plenty, which seems, in the words of one of its best
present.day exponents, Professor C. E. Ayres, "the only road to economic peace, as it is the only road to economie order." [2]

IV.
In the United States today, only two schools, Orthodox Economy
[modern value theorists]
and Institutionalism,
are of actual irn.
portance.
Single phases of other schools, the Mathematical,
the
Marginal Utility theory, and the Cycle Analysts, insofar as they did
not conflict with either of the main theories, were incorporated
into
rhem. The sharp opposition
between the two groups has almost
ceased to exist ; each regards the other's doctrines as a supplementing
rationale.
This new attitude is dictated by the actual economie con.
ditions, for even the most consistent orthodox theoretician
can no
longer overlook the fact that laissez-faire no longer does, nor could,
function in such a way as to satisfy the hopes for it. So it is that
W. C. Mitchell derived his importance in the history of economics
largely, as R. G. Tugwell recently remarked, "because he is a bridge
from Classîcism to Instrumentalism,"
[3] and the Institutional
School
has profited much by recent researches undertaken by economists of
the orthodox theory. However, seen frorn another point of view, this
overlapping of all theories corresponds with the fact, as R. G. Tugweil further remarked, that "we have- no economie theory any more
in the old sense; we have merely utilitarian tentatives."
AH schools of economie thought were forced by the crisis con.
ditions to attempt to find practical answers to the needs of business.
Since 1929, and even before that time, eoonomists of the Orthodox
School, as well as the Institutional,
have indulged in extensive em.
p'irical researches to discover the secret of prosperity;
and to find
methods of shielding society from the dangers of stagnation
and
decline.
Researches into the, movement of the rates of profit. price
studies, and analyses of the business cycle; investigations
into the
COuntry's capacity to produce and consume, into problems of capital
formation, the relations between income and economie progress, and
issues like foreign trade and capital export we re undertaken.
Commissions of inquiry into the prospects for a planned economy were
fOrmed by universities and private research soci.eties. The questions
of business, Jabor, and the government, were widely discussed, with
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[2] The Problem of Economic Order. New Vork, 1939; p. 88.
[3] The New'Republic. October 6, 1937; p. 240.
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and without relation to the experiences of other countries.
Extreme
adherents to the Institutional
School arrived at conclusions of economic control similar to the partial or complete state-controlled
economic systems in European
countries,
Extreme
conservative
exponent of the Orthodox
School blamed, if not the depression,
at
least its continuation,
on the unwarranted
interferences
of the government.
But all this work was not sufficient
to still the growing
scepticism or outright despair for all economie theory.
Despite the
most important studies, and aften because of them, the deepest pessimism as to the possibility of a rational solution of social problerns
prevailed.
Looking backward, and taking only essentials in consideration,
one recognizes that the more recent development
of bourgeois economic theory may be described as an unsuccessful
flight from the
value concept of early capitalist economie theory.
However, the rejection of the labor theory of value resulted not only from increasing
apologetic needs, but more sa, from the growing necessity of interfering with the assumed automatic mechanism of the market economy. For such purposes the labor theory of value is entirely useless.
Forced to consider only their most immediate necessities, the capitalists can find no interest in a real understanding
of the present production relations
and their social consequences.
A knowledge
of
fundamental
social laws is not required to make profits or to deelare
bankruptcy.
Such a knowledge can help neither the capitalist nor the
society which he dominates, because it can only disclose the shortcomings of the latter and predict the end of the former.
The fetish
character of commodity production requires "erroneous"
concepts of
economie problerns, in order to bring about "correct" results for the
exploiting
classes; for in capitalist society
"tlt.e rela.tiom connecting the labor of Ofte individual witlt. that of the reat appear, ftOta. direct relatiotts between individualB at work but a. what the'llreall'll
are, material relatiom betweett persom and aocia.lre Zatiom between tlt/mgs."
[4]

The more "social-minded"
the bourgeoisie beeomes, the·more it feels
induced to bring order into its system-the
more does it disrupt the
only order possible under capitalistic
relations,
the uncontrollable
workings of the law of value.
"In trtfing to ucape from tIle periociical criaea ",hich tll.reatex mor. Clnd more
tlt.e emtènee of bourge0Ï8l/ociet7l,and in a de8perate attempt to O'Vercomeths
eXÎ8ti'llgacute criria of the whole capitalist 81I8tem,tke bourgeoi8ieis compelled,
by contimutUt/ fresk and deeper 'tnterference8' with the inner wws of itll own
f1WHk
ol production, and continuallll greater changes in its own social a7ld
political organuation, to prepare more violent and more universal crises and at
the same time, to diminilllt.tlt.emeam of overcoming future crises." [5]
[4] K. Mlarx,Capital, Vol. 1; p. 84; Ken Ed.
[5] K. Korsch, "Karl Marx." New York, 1938; p. 146.
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IS U I e would
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.
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re eXlsts and IS
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1
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.
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1
d social economy.
a truly panne
The class eharacter of society lirnits the bourgeol·s
.
,
.
.
economlsts to
conslderatlOns of isolated phenomena
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f I· . d
'
'
Y 0 imrte
and
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"
eaus es 0 t ose
acci ents ' .can not lead to their eliminatien ,ebut only to th k now-I
e d ge t h at rt IS necess~'ry to liquidate the market and commodity econ.
omy. Nevertheless,
it will remain the unsuccessful
function of the
bou.rgeOls ecoriomrats to try to find ever new methods of guarding
society from the results of its own developmental
laws
Th
h I
hi
f
.
.
e w 0 e
istory 0 bourgeois economics actually proves Marx's assertion that
the bourgeoisie I.S.mcapable of maintaining a scientific political economy under cond itions of growing class contradictions.
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Marx distingu,ished
between three different
types of economie
t1heory, the classical, the critical, and the vulgar.
Since th en the
atter has spread
t·
b
d
'
th
. .
ou 10 a out a ozen branches. In accordance with
e ~ompehtJve character of capitalist production
each class of economIe. ~hought vies with the other.
Each blame~ the other for the
preval11ng beli f·
th
I
ti I
re 10
e use essness of economie theory in the praeIca needs of
. t
B
socie y.
ut as a matter of fact theory is more irnPortant to a11 of th
th
I·
'
.
less f
'
em
an rea ity, a11 have fa11en victirns to a fruitormahsm
The dr
d
'.
.
of th
'
Y an eccentrrc opmions of the followers
real' e Mathematical
School are no more nor less removed from
..
ses bIty than are the I.declos-i
eo OgIC, partra. 1 d escriptrons
of economie. procesY other schools, and the prevalenee of the one or the other is de-
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[6J K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I; pp. 18-19; Kerr Ed.
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u
termined
not by the economists,
butby
the social conditions
under
which they operate.
In the United States, for instance, where the
miserabIe
character
of capitalist
production
is only now beginning
to irnpress itself upon the minds of men, a considerable
number of
economists
can still limit thernselvès
to empty price considerations,
and can even say that "the greatest economie catastrophe
that has ever
occurred is primarily
a price problem."
[7] Whether
or not this is
actually true is not even investigated,
for as long as the logic of
the false assumption
is maintained,
all is weIl as far as the economists are concerned.
That their theoretical
assertions are not applied
is not the fault of the economists,
they a·rgue, but the problern
of those who are responsible
for actual policies, and who in their
ignorance
refuse the service of economie science.
But where all
theory is "co-ordinated
to the needs of the nation," as in Germany,
economie thinking becomes outright nonsense.
"Pure theory," it was
said in Germany after 1933, is "typical for the English and the J ews,"
but entirely foreign to the German character,
which derives its economics from national
and racial principles.
However,
though an
"economie
theory"
limited to a nation may serve the propaganda
needs of autarchie
policies, it will serve nothing more - and those
policies are only the means for further
imperialistic
expansion
in
an actual international
economy.
Consequently,
a few years later, the
"typically
Gerrnan" economie theory was once more transformed
into
"general
principles
of human relationships."
[8] In England which,
so to speak, still lingers between yesterday
and today, between Arnerica and Germany,
neither
the consistent
restriction
to price phenomena, apparently
f.ree of all ideology, nor the ideologie nonsense
in vogue in Germany, apparently
freed from the price Ietishism,
has
yet aroused sufficient
interest.
Thus, economie theory everywhere
only supplements
the prevailing
ideologies.
Though it is said, for
instance, that J. M. Keynes' "rebellion"
against Orthodox
restrictions
in favor of a deterrnined
active attempt to change depression
conditions is largely responsible
for Germany's
present
eeonomic policy.
as weil as for Roosevelt's
New Deal, it is quite superfluous
to inquire
into the truth of such assertions.
For even if this be the case.
nothing
of real importance
can be recorded.
The "new" credit,
money, and publ ic wor ks policies, the quest for a lower rate of interest, or even its complete abolition-yes,
even the "socialization
of
investments"
and al l the other proposals,
are as old as cap ital ism.
Their present more intense application
only reflects the incr easing
[7] G. F. Warren and F. A. Pearson, Prices. New York, 1933; p, 1.
[8] Die Deutsche Volkswirtschaft, .December, 1937; p, 1281.
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difficul,ties
of capital ism.
They are not designed
t
h
.
0 c ange
the
system, b ut mstead
they follow from the changes . I
d
,
. I'
a rea y made
In caprta ISt structure,
and mean practically
that th .
'
".
e concentratlOn
and centra I rzation of capital proceeds now with addiri
I
' ,
Th
'
I iona pohhcal
means.
e present economie measures
Sir Arthur S It
h
"
ki d f
' .
'
a er as said
are a in 0 bastard-soclaltsm"
[9] not conceived t hl'
'
d uoon I
'
0
e p socIety
but f orce
upon it by powerful
group interests
A d it '
"
·
.
'
n 1 IS amusmg
to see h ow not on Iy socialisre, but also bourgeols
economi t
'
k
hi "b tard-soci
I'
"
IS s, mlsta e
t IS as ar 'SOCla ism for an actual societal trend to war d s soera' I'ISm.
E. C. Harwoo~,
for instance,
declares,
"we seem to be in the
process of exchanglng
our parasitical
rich for a m h
f
' ,
uc more numerous g,roup 0 parasltJcal, poor." [10]
He doesn't know that he still
describes here the workmgs
of the capical isr accu
I ti .
mu a Ion process
for, as Marx and Engels have pointed out , [11] in thiIS process
'
"pauperi8m.develops more rapidly than populat'
nd
lth
. .
1IJkereit becomee evident that: the bourgeoisieto?'- ft fi-:'6a . "wnAnd~t where
ruling class '!n,society, ~
tb impose its conditi!n:n f a1,t~ ger to be ,tke.
as an, over-rid~n.gla1lJ,It is unfit to TUle,because tI; 0is-i:me;~e:rr
80~t'Y
a?"eeietenee to it« slaue witkin kis slav
b
.k
0, assW;e
MM into suck a. state that it kas to fee;J'k::n~i:,;te:a.cc:,ib:i::~e.Z:t:::u",l:n!':
~nd:r
such conditions
the bourgeoisie
must try to inerease the
e~ploltatlOn
of the workers more than ever, and attempt to decrease
stil! further the numbe~ of exploiters,
AU recent economicpolicies
have, attempted
to fulfill both necessities,
And all bourgeois
econornic theory has merely supported
these actaal policies, even though
~~y ha~e proposed quite different
methods to achieve these results,
of ~se dlfferences
of procedure
only correspond
to actual differences
interest among the unequally
situated bourgeoisie,
as no
' WI'11'mg to
. d 0 away with
'
. However ,ne
IS
the present exploi!:tJve re,lati~ns, aH such proposals
are out to serve the needs of furrer capI~a~lst accumulation,
which presupposes
the re-establishment
o , a sufflclent
profitability,
How to exploit more workers and to
ralse the
d ti
f
pro uc rvity 0 labor; how toreorganize
society
or to in.
ft uence
'
,
n
'
~CO~omIC procedures
to this end, is at the basis of all ecoomlC thlOklOg
As I
hi ,
onl
"
, , ong as t IS IS precluded
practically,
or possible
te y to an insuff icienr degree, economie discussion
necessarily
eenn
d/St ?b the question
of how the diminished
surplus value shall be
n uted among ' th e non-wor kers
of Sthe
ers I10 society to allow for the secur'ity
_
present social arrangement.
On the question of labor they are
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TBe Frarnework of an Ordered Society. Carnbridge 1933' p 17
[11] Current ,Econom,icDelusions, Cambridge, Mass, 1938' p:
ornrnumst Mamfesto; p, 29; Kerr Ed,
"
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all agreed.
Recently G. von Haberler
correctly
pointed
that the real differences
in opinion among the diverse
schools and theoreticians

out [12]
economie

"luwe be~1&
Irequentl'll ~aggerated, and tAat, lor certain important queationa,
a mud. greater ha.7m01&tI
between writers ol different sebool« can be establillhed
tha.n the superlicW.l observer fWould believe, or even than the.e same writers
would be willing to admit."
Af ter a systematic analysis of the diverse theories of the business
cyc1e, including purely monetary
theories, over-investrnent,
overproductión,
under-consumption,
disproportional,
psychological,
and
other theories, Haberler in his synthetic expostion as to the nature
and the causes of the cyc1e comes to the conclusion that the proximate cause of the reduction in industrial output is the bet that expected prices do not cover production
cost, a condition that finds its
expression in a disappearance
of the profit margin. "When we then,"
he says, "look for automatic expansionary
impulses, we shalt find
them primarily
in the shape of factors which directly stimulate producers' spending
[investment] ." [13]
The question,
"Q,8 to ·whether a continued laU in the monetl wages under conditiont olgeneral
employment ilI to be regarded as a factor which wül bring a contract1on to Qat
end mud, il we ca,..,." the argument to its logical concl,uwn, be antWered in
the'affirmative.
Wages and priee8 must be allowed to laU if a me in unemplO'lJmentand a laU ol output are to be prevented." [14]
But we don't have to accept Haberler's
synthetic exposition
on
tbis question.
Any bourgeois
economist, whatever school he may
stem from, and whatever methods he may offer, presents identical
ideas. R. G. Hatrey is of the opinion that "the trade cyc1e is wholly
due to monetary causes" and consequently
believes that monetary
control devices are sufficient to establish economie stability, and he
will on the question of labor and prosperity
also say that [15]
Uil wages were reduced in proporti&n to the pr61Jiousreduction ol priees, arnd
the dillpa,rit'llbetween wages and prices whoU'IIelimil1ated, prolits would become
normal and industry would be lullll emplO'lJedagain."
Again, Mr. Keynes made the discovery that "within a certain
range the dernand of labor is for a minimum money-wage and not for a
minimum real wage;" th at it is consequently
easier to reduce the
income of the workers by inflationary
methods than by wage cutting
in the old sense-that
is under deflationary
conditions.
He declares
that a crisis is caused chiefly by a decline of profitability
of the
enterprises,
and that to overcome the crisis, profitability
must be reestablished by a decrease of the interest rate and by price inflation,
as "in general, an increase in employment
can only occur to the ac[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

Prosperity and Depression. Geneva, 1937; p. 2.
Ibid.; p, 288,
Ibid,; p, 299.
Trade Depression and tbe W-ay Out. New York, 1933; p.45.

cornpaniment of a decline in the rate of reaI wages." [16] F d
h di
i towards a "new distribution
menta 11y, telverse
t heor
eorres
of eunIth"a·
d
"
t
haai
"
wa
an
grea er rnass-pure asmg power -do not differ from Mr K
'
. eynes
proposals.
Thus the more intense expIoitation
of the worki
I
bi
.
f
mg c ass
is the 0 jective 0 all these economie theories

VI.
Capitalist econ?my has been dynamically
progressive;
its history IS. one of contmuaI expansion.
True, this process was perlod,
icaIlY,mterrupted
by depr~ssion periods, but they were even by the
Marxists regarded as healing processes, as they provided the bases
f~r further adv~nces.
Each new prosperity
period over-reached
the
h.lghest accomplIshme~ts
~f the previous upswing period.
The period
srnce 1929, however, IS, 10 comparison
with this previous histo
. d f
.
ry,
a perro 0 stagnahon.
Prosperity
such as known before did not dis.
pIace depression
conditions ; rather a spurt in business within th
~tagnant conditions wa~ alt the system was capable of. Depression:
10 the oId sense aIso disappeared
and the decline in business within
the stagnant economy was not inappropriateIy
called arecession
T~e p.uIse of capitalism beat slower.
With the high state of monop:
elization aIready reached, the state interferences
in the economy
hav~ undoubtedIy
tempered
down the hysterie fluctuations
of the'
bus mess cycle, And at times it really seems that John Staart MiIl's
gIoo.my picture of ~pitaIism'.s
future as one of stagnation is actually
coming about, And just as this perspective made MiII a c1ass collabo.
rator, S? in this ideoIogical respect the present period of capitalist
stagnatIOn appears, to many, to sweat sociaIism from all its pores.
Ev~n t.he most conservative
economists,
who want to continue the
caPlt~I.lst accumulation
process under the old and no longer possible
condlbons, want to do so in the interest of the workers
Dr MouIton
of the B
ki
I
.
.
.
.
roo mgs nsbtutIOn not so long ago pointed out [17] that
"tle e . t'
boome:.;: tng 'Wage rates prevent an e:r:pa,ntionin production, and turn into a
fllCefttl]ftU to labor "" cutting.down tAe r~ earning. ol tAe workere. [Conteie _ ,". anti one who matntatnt tAat e:r:vttng 'WIlfIeratel d.ould be retai'ned
·••0 "end of labor."
.
But Dr. MouIton, who wants to be a friend of labor has difficulty
In becoming one, as the Institution
which he represents has aIso dis.
covered that
tti
d
.
wage-cu mg may efeat its own pur poses through an
~mpanying
decrease in workers' efficiency.
[18] Wage cuts are
1938~16] The General Theory of Employment Interest and Money. London,
• p. 17.
[17] In the Chicago Daü" Tribune, April 20, 1938.
P. 18~~8] The Recovery Problem in the United States.
Washington, 1936;
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no solution for capital unless all other factors for a new upswing are
also at hand, guaranteeing
sufficient
profits to make an upswing materiaUy possible.
Wage cuts are no longer sufficient
to provide
the enormons capital necessary for a progressive accumulation ; more
and more of the elements making for a new upswing
have already
spent themselves
without avail. Even if Mr. Keynes succeeds in elirninating the interest-taker
entirely, his demand to this effect is rather
pitiful, as capitalists
have shown no desire to expand under the lowest
possible rate of interest.
To squeeze out the rniddÎe-classes
and the
weaker capitalistic
groups becomes increasingly
d.ifficult,
since it
becomes more necessary for these classes to strike back and force
into existence new political situations
that prevent their -abolition as
a group or class under capitalistic
conditions.
The exeesses in business financing
as experienced
in Germany,
however successful
for
certain emergency
situation,
are by no means Ha street without
an
end," as Dr. Schacht once remarked.
But if investments
are not made,
the countries
must attempt
to avoid social upheavals.
Therefore,
questions
of profitability
have to be negleered
in the very attempt
to save the profit economy. To avoid the expropriation
of capital,
the capitalist
society has to expropriate
the capitalists
to an always
larger degree.
The destruction
of capital, hitherto
left to the rnarket, now proceeds
in an organized
fashion.
Control of society has
actually
advanced
to a stage where the destruction
of capital
is
consciously
undertaken
by governmental
measures,
And some economists hail such a destruction
of capital as the successful
application of new principles
of distribution.
However,
what can be distributed must first be produced
by the workers ; the further coneentration of capital fostered by those governmental
measures, can only
accentuate
the stagnation
in economy; can only further diminish the
iocome of the workers, who, in order to stave off rebellion,
have to
provide the means for maintaining
an ever-growing
non-productive
population.
The continued capitalization
process is possible only at the expense of consumption.
Under capitalist
conditions,
consumption
can
increase only with a relatively
more rapid capitalization.
A better
distcibution
of wealth, as proposed 'today by many bourgeois
economists, presupposes
better, or rather different,
productive
relations
than those based on wage labor and capital.
But because none of
them is willing to propose such a change, their theories of distribution
are simply illusions,
illusions
which may serve demagogic
political
purposes,
but never the economie needs of today.
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A growing
number of bourgeois
economists
becoming
act
11.
.
b db'
I"
I"
ua y
dlst~r.t
. Y ;ecenht cafPlta IStIC po icres, are beginning
to investigate
pOS~I~1 lt.les or teuture.
Pigou, the man who took Marshall's
posltJOn 10 Orthodox
economy,
already thinks that a sociali ISt econ.
omy of the F.abian brand is possible, at least theoretically.
Many
other econornrsts have expressed
themselves
in a similar w
E
."
bI
.
ay.
ven
"MarxIsts
were a e to discover a true socialistic kernel in th t
h
h
I
.
.
e
eac
ings 0 f t e nstitutionalisre,
and a whole school of so-called "mark
_
socialists"
are acquiring
importance
in their endeavor to "m k
et
.,
~
hi
.
'"
a epos.':lbJe th:: ac ~e."ement of that rare thm2" m hlstorY~a
fundamental
c~ange JU pO~ltJcal control, or cIass r.e!-ation.s, without.a confli:ct." [19]
However, this cha.nge of cIass relations
still leaves intact the fundamen~al class relation of cap itàl ist economy:
wage labor and capita!.
For In a~l the proposal.s appearing
under the name of "socia lism," the
proletarian
cIass rernams a proletarian
class. The only thing that is
changed, or made more efficient,
is the control over the class.
In all
these theories exploitation
is not to be abolished, nor left to the market fluctuati.ons. as b~fo.re, but thoroughly
organized.
In this new planned .exploitation
it
IS
the
government
and
not
anonymous
.
an cl
atomlst1~ competition
of sellers and buyers, that regulates
cost and
sales prrces and margins.
"It does so in ?Tder to make certain lines of production expand and other»
to publie social econom;~pl'"'ns
rcontract
t'
l accordmg
"" ••.- . . . . The reaZ''!Zat'ton 0f a
onomy, t h'ough bemg a task and necessity
a
in collective economy will
?tOt. pe and rely 'tI-P?",- th~ automatie self-correction.of the economie sYstem
:,hu:h. kas< be~ t.he.matn object: of eCdnomiethought during the past, but will
ely on;:e wtll, tnstght, and a~ilities of th:efew persons who are in dietatorial
com.ma. of the nohole of SOCtety. Thus. a decisive irrational personal and
b
su Jectwe
element comes in." [20]
"
.

td:' ::d

The quest for a "planned econorny" based on the continuation
of
pr?l.etarian
exploitation, only brings to light onee again the utter inab:ltty of bourgeois
economie
thinking
to find solutions
for the
man! contrad-i-ctions
inherent
in the eapitalist
mode of production.
Thelr "socialism,"
the last word in bourzeois
economie theory is able
only to
ti
I'
h
h
,
'.
ra iona ize t e trend of bourgeois
society towards the brutal
P~lt~lcal dominatien
of those elements which have succeeded
in retalntng
..
and
or acqwrJUg mastery of the means. of production.
For them,
society, economy and economie thought
still functions.
W hatn~tIS for
"
. ".
b'
~r.?gresslve
In eapitalist
eeonomy progresses
towards barart<: cond 1.tI ons' , what. . iIS "progresslVe." JU
. economIe. thought abandons
economie th
. f
.
eor'y JO avor, no langer of an indir eot but of a di-reet
SUpport
of
hl'
..'
_
w oever ru es soc ety , In this f inal attempt of bourgeois .
ï

1~3~'

neap~}i~]
Lippincott. Introduction: On the Theory of Socialism. Min[20'
8, p. 38.
80ph' R] ~. von Beckerath. Economic Thought and Evolution. The PhiloIC
eVIew. November, 1937; p. 595.
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economie theory to deal with economy by trying to regulate consciously and in an organized marmer forces that move unorganized
and blindly in exactly the same direction, they have to put themselves
in opposition to the real economie needs of society and thereby only
supply an actual demonstration of the fact that the beginning of
bourgeois economy was also-at the same tlme-its end. [21]

THE HISTORICAL CHARACTER OF THE WAR
AND THE TASK OF THE WORKING CLASS
1. This War Is a Fascist War, Accelerating the Fascization of the
World.
.
:his ~ar is a totally monopolistic war, monopolistic in its origins,
lts .alms, lts methods. It is a totalitarian war, inaugurated by totalita~lan states - a fascist war. The interests of small monopolistic
cliques are at stake; monopolistic tycoons are the commanders-in.chief. What with markets tied up by giant combinations, with every
econ~mlÎc activity subjected to the monopolistic claim for totality,
that IS, for autocracy, omnipotence, unrestricted control ; what with all
degrees of subordination of capital to political rule; what with old
trust magnates and new government magnates, finance capital coteries, and general staffs-this
war has been started as a further step
toward a redistribution of the world. National combines are fighting
for their quotas in the international combines to come.
At the same time the war represents a further advance toward
the fascization of the world. Brom September l st the process within
the great democracies of imitating and likening themselves to fascism
gained momentum, just as on August 23rd the equation Hitler-Stalin
lost its mystery even for those who had been most completely hoodwinked by ideologies. If this war should grow to wider dimensions
than its predecessors and if, at the same time, it should not call
forth a sweeping counter-movement. it would probably result in a
Worldwide Fascist Council, and only its name would vary according
to the defeat of the one or the other of the belligerent groups. There
is no reasonable hope for the demoeratic alternative of that outcome;
the League of Nations al ready ceased to exist before the war began.
[21] Continuing this artiele, the next issue of LIVING
MARXISM
will
deal with the present-day fascist--and war economy, as weIl as with the social
and economie problems of state-capitafism. and the tendendes toward state
eapitalism in the still "democratie" eountries.
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[1] Offered for discussion.

2. Ami-Iescists, Opposed to the War, Have Nothing in Common
with Belligerents.
Our opposition to the war and the belfigerent powers has never
been more unequivocally necessary than at the present time when the
struggle is so obviously waged on both sides in the interests of con.
solidated cliques, when the quartet of Munich had been cornple.
mented by the sequel of Moscow. The belligerents are either totalitarian states of serfdom or are on their way to becoming sueh. To
us every one of the belligerent powers represents an enemy-an
enemy in every aspect of his being.
3. Total Mobilization is Contradictory to Totally Monopolistic War.
Equally unequivocal are the guiding principles of oor complete
opposition. This war, far frorn fulfilling the wish-drearns of sorne
super-fascist ideologists, is by no means a total war, but only a totally
monopolistic, a totalitarian war. Nevertheless, in its totàl mobilization of all productive forces, the war itself comprises certain tendencies th at surpass the intentions of statesmen and defy the calculations of general-staffs.
The more the monopolists are driven to
carry through total mobilization under the ever sharper spurs of irnperialistic competition, the more they are Iorced to convert their people into workers. The less they succeed in their peace-offensive, in
their efforts to throttle belligerent act ion and to reach some intermediate solution, the more clçarly appears out of the murk of imperialistic expansions the world-wide scope of the werkers' tasks.
. Behind the geo-politic and technoeratic formulas of the monopolists, total mobil ization reveals the objective conditions of the workers' world. Shock-troops, ·put to work in the "Stakanovic" manner
in armament plants, break through the traditional rules of labor observed in capitalistic society. In the trenches death imposes upon
men a degree of precision, adaptability, presence of mind, and spontaneity, that far exceeds the bureaueratic mechanism of general-staffs.
If by "organic form of a working process" we understand th at the
Spontaneous activity of workers prevails over the dead mechanism of
working conditions, we may say that total mobilization must eventually result in those autonomous and organic forms of work. That
'Il1eans,at the same time, that the workers will rise above the monopolistic command "from without" and above the death spread by the
machines of material warfare. This threat, inherent in a truly total
mObilization, is the reason that the monopolists try to confine their
War to the limits of monopolistic warfare, that they prefer localiza45

tion, throttling, and intermediate
solutions.
The destructive unchaining of the productive
forces through war implies for the workers a
chance of emancipation,
and for the monopolists
a threat of ruin.
From the very outset, there appear three possible solutions for
the contradictions
inherent in the present situation.
Each of them
implies a different
extension of the war-process
itself, and of the
changes to be brought about by the war:
[a] The belligerents
will succeed in throttling
in order to avoid the dangers for the monopolists
unleashing.

the Fascist war
of its complete

[b] The productive
forces unleashed by total mobilization,
and
the will to power of the belligerent
groups wil1 prevail.
From a
localized war-of-siege, the war will grow into a Fascist World War.
[cl Total mobilization,
once it has been seriously set into motion,
and, in its further development,
has threatened
to burst the slavery
of fascism, will ultimately frustrate the monopolistic
war aims themselves. It will lead not to an imperialistic
redistribution
of the world
but to the unity of the workers' world.
If all peace-offensives
of
Hitier and all attempts at localization
fail; if the available productive forces released overflow all barriers;
if a really "total war"
destroys all existing bourgeois order, the wor-kers' order will immediately become the only possible order of the world.
Instead of the
World-wide Fascist Council which would have resulted from an allembracing
but monopolistic
war, the workers mobilized
in shocktroops will organize the World-Wide Congress of Workers' Councils.
No matter how widely this war will spread, no matter what
course it will take, whether an atternpt at localization
succeeds or
not, whether the belligerents
will be able to maintain their fascist
character or not, whether the anti-fascist counter-Eorees
inherent in
total mobilization
will break through their fetters or not=-tbere can
be no question but that, for the direction of our own activity, we must
look in the direction of these counter-forces.

archives for the Schlieffen
Plan and similar plans. But behind a11
rhe bureaucratie
apparatus, behind an apparently
progressive
ration.
ality, th ere worked a hidden automatic
law, ruling by catastrophe
like destiny itself. Monopolistic
interests of capitalist
cliques, still
far from being politically
regulated
cartels and government-con_
trolled trusts, pushed forward in boundless liberalism.
Men's appetites were as boundless as the mobilized masses; the goals aspired
to as immense as the mechanized battles of material warfare.
However, when the conquerors sat down around the table at Versailles and
attempted to construct a "Societe des Nations" by arb.itrary dictation,
when they proceeded to dictate democracy,
peace, and if possible,
security, the October Revolution
had already snatched from their
reach the real results of the war. As catastrophically
as war had
broken out, revolution
broke in, and af ter Versailles
and October
there merged-ready
for every task, fit for every purpose-history's
latest hit, Fascism.
The inefficient
representative
of Italy at the
Conference at Versailles changed into Mussolini-Ebert
into Hitler.
In Russia, Lenin was followed by Stal in. A victory more completely
and more unambiguously
opposed to the intentions
of the victors
could hardly be imagined.
The war for democracy had amounted to
nothing.

s.

The Shock-Troop Principle, Whose Logical ConcJusion 15 the CaJl
for the Workers' Counoil, 15 Distorted in lts Fascist Application.

The transition to the present war was accomplished
by three important transformations.
J ust as the present war cannot be understood if its interpretation
does not start from the well defined new
epoch inaugurated
by the World War of 1914-1918, so its proper
significance
cannot be grasped without a true appreciation
of these
transformations
:
[I] The liberal democratic
shevistic world revolution.
[2] The Versailles
into the fascist system.

systern

world

war

changed

of the League

into

of Nations

the

bol-

changed

4. The World War, the Last Liberal War, Has Resulted in Fascism.

[3] The October Revolution-transformed
into a national
lution-changed
into the monopolistic
model-revolution.

revo-

The typical features of the fascist war can best be understood
by contrasting
them with the World War.
When the imperialists
of 1914 started their demoeratic
war, their "war for democracy."
they were firmly established
in a liberal wor l d. The general-staffc;
started in Moltke-fashion
to control liberal, atomistic mass armies
in a bureaucratie
marmer just as in 1870-1871, and searched
the

[1] The World War had been the culmination
of a violent upSwing of material productive forces, compressed into, at most, two or
three decades:
Chemicalization
of production
[hegemony
of the
chemical industry],
industrialization
of agriculture,
motorization
of
traffic [automobile
roads}, aviation, radio, sound-films,
television.
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